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You Teach Best What You Need to Learn

Stand with Your Child at the Start of Every New Chore

I've been thinking about culture and how we create a culture
of responsibility.  A healthy culture of responsibility, begins
with modeling the behavior. By showing a willingness to do
the small things, our children pick up on our actions and will
begin to live them out later in life. Watching them do this is a
great reward.  Here are five actions and attitudes that help to
build responsibility: 

Admiral William McRaven, former head of the U.S. Navy
Seals, shared a series of life lessons in his graduation speech
to Naval Academy Graduates.  His speech became the title of
a book, Make Your Bed. Admiral McRaven’s message
conveyed the importance of accomplishing great things by
starting with small things, like making the bed. This speech
sounds a great deal like Jesus’ words in Luke 16 and Luke 19.
Jesus shared that a person who is faithful with a little is the
one who will receive much. He describes how a reliable and
responsible servant pays attention to the small details in life.
Creating a culture of responsibility for our children begins with
us. We need to let the dog out, take the dishes to the sink, or
offer to help bring in the groceries. Maybe you say “no” to one
small thing a day, such as eating that second bowl of
ice cream. Or perhaps you do one thing each day that you can
check off your list of urgent to-do’s. Small tasks observed,
teach our kids responsibility.

It’s often true that kids who are too young to do certain chores
want to do them. When they become old enough to help with
these chores, they suddenly don’t want to! Young children are
imperfect at doing tasks. They see you doing something and
want to be just like you. How often do we push them away
from helping because they’re slowing us down? Since they
haven’t had as much practice at doing something as we have,
they may leave a streak on the window or bit
of dust on the table. Yet those who are serious about creating
a culture of responsibility will stand with the
child as they struggle to master a new skill. At the start of a
new chore, we need to provide them with a living example and
mental picture of a job well done.  Continued on Page 6
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I bet you never knew the history of the word SCRIP.
According to the Online Etymology Dictionary scrip is
a (n.)"certificate of a right to receive something"
1762, probably shortened from (sub)scrip(tion)
receipt. Meaning "certificate issued as currency" first
recorded in 1790.

But to ASCS, Scrip means helping our school out
without having to invest any additional funds.  You
simply pay the same amount for the SCRIP from
your favorite store and when you use it, ASCS
benefits! It's like buying gift cards only the stores or
businesses donate a small portion of the funds to
ASCS.

Shop weekly or plan for Christmas now with
electronic and physical 'SCRIP' Gift Cards.  

Buying SCRIP

1.Sign up
shop.shopwithscrips.
com/login/enroll     

Enrollment Code  is
F4F17167374L

2. Shop over 750
merchants

3.Pay with Credit
Card, Debit Card or
Personal Check made
out to ASCS

4. Pick up your cards
or receive them
electronically

Family Members from
across the country
can purchase SCRIP.

For more information
check out shopwith
scrip.com or contact
Jen Hikel at
scrip@allsaintsmaine.
org 

The meaning of SCRIP
at ASCS

a few of the retailers from our area
F IND  YOUR  FAVOR I TE  STORE  AT  THE  WEBS I TE



This week Ms. Tyler, our school Sweester Counselor, recommended we
read about ways to manage our stress, especially at home.

Here is the takeaway Healthline offers:
Living together as a family offers many opportunities to reduce the stress
that naturally arises in family life. Spending time together, sharing chores,
keeping communication channels open, and sitting down to an evening meal
together several times a week all help to make your family life together less
stressful and more pleasurable.   
You can read the full article at https://www.healthline.com/health/stress-and-
family#takeaway 

If you need to speak with Ms. Tyler she can be reached at Karen Tyler,
LCSW School Based Clinician 207.205-4319 207.294-4056 FAX 41 Wight
Street Belfast, ME 04195

Five Ways to Manage Stress at Home?

Who is Padre Pio, you asked?
5 2  Y E A R S  A G O  O N  T H E  2 3 R D  O F
S E P T E M B E R  P A D R E  P I O  T H E
B E L O V E D  F R A N S I S C A N  P A S S E D
A W A Y .

September 23rd is the Feast of Saint Padre Pio. This feast is in honor of Italian Franciscan priest St.
Pio of Petrelcina, better known as “Padre Pio” and renowned for his suffering, humility, and
miracles. Padre Pio was born Francesco Forgione in 1887 as one of seven children.  He decided at
a young age to dedicate his life to God. In 1903, he put on the Franciscan habit as a Capuchin Friar
which meant he would seek extreme poverty, strictness, and simplicity. He took the name Pio, a
modern Italian form of “Pius,” in honor of Pope St. Pius V. He was ordained a priest in 1910. Padre
Pio suffered through health problems and serious illness.  He was the first stigmatized priest,
meaning he received the five wounds of Christ.  During World War I, Padre Pio served in the
military and offered his own personal suffering for an end to war. Once again, he received the
Stigmata wounds. They would remain with him for 50 years. Countless doctors looked at his
wounds with no explanation. His wounds bled painfully every day with no drop in blood pressure.
Against his wishes, Padre Pio’s reputation for holiness and miracles began to attract crowds.
Countless people flocked to his confessional and many more received his saintly counsel and
spiritual guidance through correspondence. His life was marked by long hours of fervent prayer
and patient suffering.  "Pray, hope and don't worry.  Worry is useless. Our merciful Lord will listen
to your prayer."  Padre Pio



There are many questions about COVID
and the Maine Government and DOE
executive order for travel. Please remember
these are ever changing rules within this
dynamic environment.

Parents should reference the Maine CDC
site for the latest restrictions and rules for
travel.  

To summarize the current status, if travel
occurs outside of Maine to a "restricted"
state as determined by the Maine
government, students have two options: 1)
get or have a recent negative COVID19
test; or 2) maintain compliance with a 14-
day quarantine upon arrival in Maine;
These rules apply to day or extended trips.

For specific details see the Maine CDC
website.

ConvenientMD locations have the Quidel
Sofia rapid antigen test that can be used for
symptomatic patients within the first five
days of symptoms and they will get their
results in 15 minutes.  The test has a
Sensitivity (PPA - positive accuracy) of
96.7%.  

ConvenientMD is also providing no cost to
the flu shots.  If the patient has health
insurance ConvenientMD will bill their
insurance and collect any patient
responsibility if there is any and if they don’t
have health insurance then it is truly a no
cost to the patient flu shot.

Maine and DOE Covid
Travel Questions

Covid Testing and Flu
shots at ConvenientMD 

No Travel or Test Required! 
Students Have Fun With Robotics and Stem

Second Grader Programs Robotics Team

Life Sciences Transect  
STEM

PreK Beebot coding



their lives.  

Your Nonverbals Will Speak Volumes More Than Your Words

Responsibility Triples When There Is a Routine

Everyone Makes Mistakes, but Our Family Cleans Up Our Messes!

As you stand alongside your child and help them with the new chore, they’re going to notice your
reaction to how they’re doing. As you help them make their bed for the first time, put napkins on the
table, or empty the dishwasher, they will notice the look on our face. There is a choice to be made
right here. You can practice putting a smile on your face and in your voice when you’re coaching a
child to be responsible. You might say, “Hey, I need your help in getting this trash out of here so that
it’s healthier and safer for our family.” Then you’ll show them how to pull the drawstrings, make that
bow, and carry the trash outside. When they get to do that chore for the first few times by themselves,
remember Proverbs 15:30: “Bright eyes gladden the heart. Good news puts fat on the bone.”

Your child knows, before you ever encourage them with your words, what you’re thinking about their
attempt to be just like you. You may not say it verbally, but your eyes might be saying, “You’re doing
that wrong.” A toss of your head might say, “What a waste of my time!” or “What a mess! Look at all
the extra work I have to do.”

Non-verbal cues are a big part of the culture of responsibility you’re working on teaching them. It’s a
choice we have in helping them to learn a new skill and how to take on that responsibility. We have an
opportunity to encourage our children with bright eyes and good news, even as we help them to
master a task for the tenth time.

Think about the incredible benefit of how this type of encouragement adds to, not subtracts from, their
life. “Hey, you’re getting it! Way to go!” said with a smile creates that positive culture of responsibility.

Children are far from perfect. However, a family that works together to build some incredibly helpful
routines when the kids are young contributes significantly to children becoming responsible adults.
God gives us this guidance in Proverbs 22:6  and tells us, “Train up a child in the way they should go.”
We are to repeat things with our children by building a routine that is crafted based on their
personality.

Each child is different. One loves the routine of school, snack, playtime, homework, dinner, TV, bath,
prayers, and then bed while other children need to switch their ways.  Each has their routine linked to
their personality and learning styles. It’s crucial to provide structure and patterns for a child. A healthy
culture of responsibility can (and should!) look different for each child.

If you have a child, you know that messes will happen—for example, milk spills, trails of mud, broken
toys.  To build a culture of responsibility, link whatever you’re asking your child to do with your family’s
name. For instance, you might repeatedly say things like, “Whoops! There goes the milk. Let me help
you clean that up. Remember, everyone makes messes, but we’re the Houghton family. We clean up
our messes.” Insert your family’s name in the statement.

Imagine how many times you’re going to say something like that in a month or year. But keep saying
it. Keep linking your family’s name—the Murray family, the Dubois family, the Taft family—to that
outcome that you’re looking to reinforce. Doing so will build who you are as a family into their hearts
and minds—a family who is willing to step up and make things right.

Final Thoughts; Teach, Stand, Show, Pattern, Fix-- These five actions accompanied by a positive
attitude can help create a culture of responsibility in your family. Teaching these attitudes to your kids
can strengthen their hearts, life, relationships, commitments, and faith for the rest of their lives.  

Five Ways to Create a Culture of Responsibility
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